Fr. John Holbrook Chapter Residence Hall Honorary Minutes
August 30, 2010

I. Meeting called at 4:05
II. Brainstorming: What do we want as a Chapter this year?
   a. Getting our name out on campus
   b. Begin a new tradition for NRHH
   c. OTM recognition more visible and professional
   d. Win some regional OTMs
   e. Clothing
   f. Advertise to freshmen
   g. revamp Constitution
   h. BID at Regionals--------WIN!!!!
   i. Have floor OTMs in some fashion
   j. Attend hall programs--------have OTMs there as well

III. Introductions

IV. Hall of the Year Rubric
   Introduced rubric and looked at different levels of hall of the year and apartment of the year criteria Katie developed. Feedback was supportive. Dustin discussed how this will increase hall pride in the future if plaques are placed in each hall showing hall history and success in the hall of the year competition.

V. Budget
   a. Discussed tentative budget for year.
   b. Current balance is $4,270.45.

VI. OTM’s ideas/means of Advertising
   a. On dining hall tables
   b. Hang on doors of OTM winners
   c. Banner in Skutt
   d. Monthly tally on OTM at IRHG meetings

VII. Committees
   a. OTM Writing Chairs: Krista & Sara
   b. PR Chairs: Gretchen
   c. Constitution No chair
   d. OTM recognition No chair

VIII. Events
   Approved idea of Lemonade Stand on Mall

IX. Website?
   Decided to keep link to ResLife but redesign and update

X. Fundraising
   a. Keep senior diploma fundraiser
   b. General agreement to volunteer at a concession stand

XI. End of meeting 4:52